New oxygen atom beam source suits oxide layer MBE  by unknown
Weil der Stadt, MBE
Komponenten, a manufacturer
of UHV and MBE components
and systems, has launched its
new the Oxygen Atom Beam
Source, OBS, an oxygen resist-
ant thermal gas cracker for vari-
ous applications in UHV, MBE
and ALD technology.
The new OBS produces an ion-
free oxygen gas beam and was
developed and characterized in
collaboration with Dr K.G.
Tschersich at the Institute of
Bio- and Nanosystems (the for-
mer Institute of Thin Films and
Interfaces), Research Centre
Jülich.
The OBS is based on thermal
dissociation within a DC-heated
cracking tube. It provides a nar-
row angle distributed atomic
oxygen beam.Very efficient
cracking of oxygen molecules
with a degree of dissociation of
more than 80% are achievable
depending on operating condi-
tions.Therefore, the oxygen
background pressure in the
chamber is very low as com-
pared to other sources.A high
oxygen flux of up to 1016
atoms/s can be obtained.The
OBS is a very reliable and high-
ly efficient source for atomic
oxygen. It exhibits a very com-
pact design and is easy to
install and operate.Therefore, it
is an ideal source for many
applications which need atom-
ic oxygen, as for example:
oxide layer deposition, surface
oxidation or surface science.
For more details, visit:
www.mbe-komponenten.de
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FSHemlock searches forfab siteThe world’s largest producer of
polycrystalline silicon, Hemlock
Semiconductor Corporation,
based in Hemlock, MI, USA, has
begun a search for a potential
second manufacturing site to pro-
duce polycrystalline silicon to
support the growing demand
from the solar industry and elec-
tronics markets.
Richard S. Doornbos, president
and CEO of Hemlock
Semiconductor, said: “We’re
looking for a site that enables us
to expand and continue to serve
customers around the world in
this rapidly growing and progres-
sive industry. Exploring opportu-
nities for adding capacity in
Michigan will get the same con-
sideration as other potential
global sites.”
www.hscpoly.com
Metal source for MBE
RJM Semiconductor of Berkeley
Heights, NJ, USA, recently intro-
duced a new InfinitiCell liquid
metal evaporation source. This 
is claimed to be the only self-
calibrating metal evaporation
source for use in MBE and relat-
ed vacuum metal deposition
techniques.
The patent-pending design
includes a large capacity cylinder
and a piston metal pump to feed
liquid metal into the thermal
evaporator. The level sensor
probe in the evaporator sets pre-
cisely and controls the liquid
metal height.
A rapid thermal response from the
InfinitiCell allows precision alloy
grading and can be used to idle
the metal sources at lower tem-
peratures when not growing to
conserve source material.
www.rjmsemi.com
Rudolph Technologies, Inc.,
announced the new TrueADC
Automatic Defect Classification
(ADC) system which has a
unique Dynamic Defect Library
function that facilitates expan-
sion of the library to easily
adjust for new defects or for
process variation common to
most production lines without
specific engineering involve-
ment.TrueADC has been in lim-
ited release at select sites for
several months during which
time Rudolph has received mul-
tiple repeat orders from top-tier
semiconductor manufacturers.
The Dynamic Defect Library
lets users add new defect 
classifications quickly and easily
so that system performance
continually improves. Rudolph
will provide a custom pre-ship-
ment library development
based on customer-provided
defect images, allowing a very
short time to put the system
into production. New defect
data from unclassified defects
can be transferred seamlessly to
TrueADC from Rudolph’s
Harmony ASR™ defect review
software.The robust design of
the database and search func-
tions allows virtually unlimited
expansion without impact on
speed and accuracy, enabling a
single installation to support a
large number of tools and
processes throughout the fab.
“In recent evaluations, cus-
tomers report that TrueADC has
provided the fastest and most
accurate results when compared
with other current offerings,”
said Mayson Brooks, vice presi-
dent of Global Inspection Sales
at Rudolph.“Our customers are
particularly impressed by the
ease with which we have been
able to adapt the library to their
specific products and processes
and keep the library perform-
ance high with little-to-no 
maintenance.”
For more details, visit:
www.rudolphtech.com
Rudolph’s new TrueADC software
improves speed and accuracy
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